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Introduction {#sec001}
============

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNA molecules found in animals, plants, and some viruses and play important roles in transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression \[[@pone.0125156.ref001]\]. Tremendous efforts have been made for miRNA annotation and regulatory target finding in genomes of various species \[[@pone.0125156.ref002], [@pone.0125156.ref003]\]. However, fewer efforts have been made to understand how miRNAs are regulated. Experimental evidence shows that miRNA genes are usually transcribed by RNA polymerase II (Pol II), like other protein-coding genes \[[@pone.0125156.ref004], [@pone.0125156.ref005]\]. Transcription factors (TFs) first bind to promoter regions of miRNA genes and then recruit PolII to start the transcription of the gene. Usually this step produces long transcripts called primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs), which will be subsequently cut into one or multiple pre-miRNAs with a hairpin loop structure \[[@pone.0125156.ref004]\]. After nuclear processing \[[@pone.0125156.ref006]\], the pre-miRNA is exported into cytoplasm and is further cleaved and forms the mature miRNA \[[@pone.0125156.ref007]\]. Although miRNAs have been extensively studied, the details of the pri-miRNA regulation, the processing of pri-miRNA into pre-miRNAs, and the final production of the mature miRNAs have not been fully understood. In this work, we focus on the first step of miRNA biogenesis: transcription of pri-miRNAs, which is a fundamental step in production of the mature miRNAs. Like protein-coding genes, the regulation of pri-miRNA transcription is complex, often involving interplay between promoters and regulatory elements such as TFs. A prerequisite for understanding this process is to identify the relationships between miRNAs and TFs. Our goal in this work is to investigate which TFs regulate miRNA transcription.

There has been some existing work focusing on establishing miRNA regulatory network \[[@pone.0125156.ref008]--[@pone.0125156.ref010]\]. In the network construction, the authors extract TF-miRNA regulatory relationships from existing literature. The quality of the network is partially determined by the accuracy of the interactions between the TFs and their regulated miRNAs. Thus identifying TF-miRNA regulatory relationship is an important step in establishing accurate and comprehensive miRNA regulatory network.

Various methods have been used for identifying TF binding sites. In particular, ChIP-Seq is a method primarily used to analyze how transcription factors and other chromatin-associated proteins interact with DNA and thus regulate gene expression \[[@pone.0125156.ref011], [@pone.0125156.ref012]\]. The workflow of ChIP-Seq consists of two steps: chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by massively parallel DNA sequencing. In the ChIP step, the specific cross-linked DNA-protein complexes are enriched using an antibody against the protein (e.g.,transcription factor) of interest and sheared into DNA fragments by sonication. The antibody quality is crucial to the success of the experiment in this step. In the sequencing step, the ChIP-DNA fragments are sequenced through next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms. Compared with previous ChIP-chip technology \[[@pone.0125156.ref013]\], ChIP-Seq offers many advantages such as high base pair resolution, avoiding cross-hybridization between probes and nonspecific targets, no limits on dynamic range of the intensity signal and so forth \[[@pone.0125156.ref014]\].

However, applying ChIP-Seq data to genome-wide annotation of TF binding sites does not guarantee high accuracy. In the task of peak calling to identify binding sites such as transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs), both steps of ChIP-Seq are error-prone \[[@pone.0125156.ref015]\]. First, the sequencing errors and biases associated with each sequencing platforms can cause unwanted artifacts. Second, the sample quality, the choice of control data set, and the depth of sequencing can all affect the performance of the experiment \[[@pone.0125156.ref014]\]. Third, the peak calling algorithms themselves also have limitations. As a result, identifying TFBSs may be subject to high false positive rate, which is the main challenge in the analysis of ChIP-Seq data.

Comparing to identifying TFBSs for protein-coding genes, applying ChIP-Seq data to identify TFs regulating miRNA genes faces one more challenge. The annotation for the promoter regions and transcription start sites (TSSs) of miRNA genes are still incomplete and under study \[[@pone.0125156.ref010], [@pone.0125156.ref016]\]. Thus, the regulatory regions of miRNA genes remains largely unknown in most species. Without knowing the regulatory regions, peak analysis from ChIP-Seq data has to be applied to an estimated promoter region, which may be much larger than the true promoter region, further increasing the false positive rate.

Experimentally inferring TF and miRNA regulatory relationships is difficult to achieve and thus has motivated the development of computational approaches \[[@pone.0125156.ref008]--[@pone.0125156.ref010]\]. Previous computational methods that used ChIP-Seq data to infer TF and miRNA regulatory networks simply searched ChIP-Seq peaks within certain distances upstream/downstream the TSSs of miRNA genes \[[@pone.0125156.ref010], [@pone.0125156.ref017]\], regardless of the confidence of the peaks.

To address the above mentioned issues, in this study we propose to incorporate multiple features in a machine-learning based classification model for more specific prediction of the TF-miRNA regulatory relationships.

Machine learning algorithms are extensively used in computational biology to give reliable miRNA target predictions \[[@pone.0125156.ref018], [@pone.0125156.ref019]\]. The general approach is that we train one or multiple classifiers using both positive and negative training data and then predict new examples in a test set. However, in many real-world applications, the negative training data is not clearly defined. For instance, as stated in \[[@pone.0125156.ref020]\], the definite knowledge that a given pair of genes do not interact is typically not available. Similar to gene regulatory networks, TF-miRNA regulatory networks also lack the definite knowledge that a particular TF does not regulate some miRNAs.

With the recent advances of machine learning research, algorithms capable of learning a classifier from positive and unlabeled data only (PU learning) \[[@pone.0125156.ref021]\] make this situation tractable. There exist several implementations of PU learning for different applications. Of the classifiers used for PU learning, support vector machine (SVM) has gained much attention for its effective classification performance (please refer to \[[@pone.0125156.ref022], [@pone.0125156.ref023]\] for more thorough introduction to classification models and SVM). For instance, Liu *et al.* \[[@pone.0125156.ref024]\] used the biased SVM to learn text classifiers from positive and unlabeled examples. Mordelet *et al.* \[[@pone.0125156.ref025]\] divided PU learning into inductive and transductive settings and proposed a bagging SVM method to approach both inductive and transductive PU learning problems. Then Natarajan *et al.* \[[@pone.0125156.ref026]\] used the transductive setting of bagging SVM to predict gene-disease associations successfully.

Our study focuses on finding positive data from unlabeled examples, which is a typical transductive setting. Here positive data is true TF binding peaks and thus indicates regulatory relationships between TFs and miRNAs. Unlabeled data in our study include all candidate peaks. The bagging SVM method is suitable for the situation that a large pool of unlabeled data is easily available, whereas the size of unlabeled data in our work is similar to that of positive examples, which make the bagging step not suitable. Considering this, we use biased SVM to predict reliable peaks in the regulatory regions of miRNA genes using only positive and unlabeled data, in the transductive way.

In this work, we aim to design an accurate pipeline to infer the TF-miRNA regulatory relationships. The pipeline formulates the inference problem as a classification problem and relies on the following components to reduce the false positive rate. First, we employ a more precise peak calling tool after strict reads quality control. Second, we use multiple features to infer TF-miRNA transcriptional regulatory relationships. The features include: the confidence of peaks detected from ChIP-Seq data, open chromatin regions identified by DNase-Seq, enrichment of TFBS motifs, conservation of peaks, distance of peaks to the miRNA genes, and active miRNAs in the particular cell line (mouse embryonic stem cells in this study). Third, we use a novel machine learning model called *transductive Positive Unlabeled (PU) learning* to infer these relationships. By using PU learning, we can build the classification model with only positive and unlabeled training data, which is a commonly seen scenario for inferring gene regulation relationship. Fourth, we utilize the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) to rank all the chosen peaks and keep only the ones that are also present in the prediction of PU learning as the final result.

We apply our pipeline to infer TF-miRNA regulatory relationships in mouse embryonic stem cells. The experimental results show that our approach provides very specific finding of TF-miRNA regulatory relationships.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

As miRNAs located within protein coding genes tend to be co-regulated with their parent genes, we focus on identifying TFs that regulate intergenic miRNAs in this work. The major components of our approach are sketched in [Fig 1](#pone.0125156.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![The flowchart of the pipeline.\
The raw ChIP-Seq data is first preprocessed by filtering low quality reads and aligned to the reference genome. Then peak calling tool is utilized to identify peaks from the alignment. In the next step, multiple features are derived for each candidate peak. The step of peak filtering keeps one peak for one miRNA using the derived features. And then PU learning and MRR ranking are employed and their results are merged to get the final inference.](pone.0125156.g001){#pone.0125156.g001}

Starting with raw ChIP-Seq data, we first remove low quality reads. Then we apply a modified version of MACS to identify peaks within the estimated regulatory regions of the expressed intergenic miRNAs. Usually, multiple peaks exist for each miRNA. However, not every one represents true TFBS. Thus, we derive multiple features for each peak and apply MRR ranking to keep the best peak for each miRNA. Then we apply PU learning and MRR ranking to infer the true TF-miRNA regulatory relationships. Below we describe each component in [Fig 1](#pone.0125156.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

Precise peak calling {#sec003}
--------------------

In our study, we employed the widely used peak calling tool MACS \[[@pone.0125156.ref027]\] for enrichment site detection. In ChIP samples, control samples are usually introduced to address the biases of the background read distribution, which is affected by many factors, such as GC content \[[@pone.0125156.ref028]\] and copy number variation \[[@pone.0125156.ref029]\]. Therefore, an appropriate estimation of the ChIP/control normalization factor is crucial for enrichment site detection and error rate control \[[@pone.0125156.ref030]\]. However, MACS is often inaccurate with high bias as it uses the sequencing depth ratio as an estimate of the normalization factor \[[@pone.0125156.ref031]\]. To tackle this problem, we used a modified version of MACS with the normalization factor calculated separately by NCIS \[[@pone.0125156.ref030]\], an R package specially developed for the normalization of ChIP-Seq data. Please refer to [S2 Text](#pone.0125156.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} of all the peaks identified by the MACS+NCIS software for all the five TFs considered in our study.

To identify TFs regulating an miRNA, only peaks located within the regulatory regions of mouse intergenic miRNAs (candidate peaks) are kept for further analysis. Below we describe how the regulatory region is determined.

Determination of regulatory regions for intergenic miRNAs {#sec004}
---------------------------------------------------------

During miRNA maturation, many regions in the pri-miRNA are degraded quickly, making transcription starting site (TSS) identification of miRNA gene difficult, even with RNA-Seq data available. In addition, identification of miRNA promoter regions is now still under study \[[@pone.0125156.ref010], [@pone.0125156.ref016]\] and the promoter regions of some miRNAs are still unknown. Thus, we need to estimate the regulatory region for intergenic miRNAs. In our study, we define the regulatory regions \[[@pone.0125156.ref032]\] of intergenic miRNAs as upstream regions with certain distance to the start of intergenic miRNA genes. The lengths of the regions are determined empirically using published studies on miRNA TSS and promoters. As we focus on miRNAs in mouse, we describe how we empirically estimate the size of the regulatory regions for mouse miRNAs. First we investigated the distribution of the distances from the promoter regions to the start of miRNA precursors using recently published results on TSS prediction for miRNAs using TSSvote algorithm in \[[@pone.0125156.ref010]\]. The farthest distance is approximately 682 kilo bases. Thus we chose 700 kilo bases upstream of the precursors of mouse intergenic miRNA genes as putative regulatory regions. If there are protein-coding genes located in the regulatory regions, we only used the range between the end of the upstream gene and the start of the miRNA precursor as regulatory region. Please see Table A in [S1 Text](#pone.0125156.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a complete list of miRNAs studied in our study, together with their genomic positions and the corresponding coordinates of the putative regulatory regions.

Similar to mouse intergenic miRNA regulatory regions, we also define the regulatory regions for human miRNAs in order to extract relevant features (see the "Feature Extraction" Section). The determination process is basically the same. We chose 1000 kilo bases upstream of the start of the miRNA precursors as putative regulatory regions based on the distance distribution obtained from \[[@pone.0125156.ref010]\].

We use large putative regulatory regions to identify TFBS that are distant to miRNA genes. It is possible that some false TFBS will be included. Thus we employ multiple features (described below) to control the false positive rate.

Feature extraction {#sec005}
------------------

Peak calling can return a number of peaks located within the estimated regulatory regions. We extract multiple features for each peak to identify true peaks caused by TF binding. These features are used in our classification model for true TFBS prediction.

### Statistical significance of peaks {#sec006}

The statistical characteristics generated by peak calling tool show the statistical significance of the peaks. Correspondingly, we extract the number of tags, the p-value, and the fold enrichment of the peaks located within the regulatory regions. They represent the number of reads in a peak region, the significance of the peak region against the local background region, and the fold enrichment for this region compared to the expectation from Poisson distribution with local lambda \[[@pone.0125156.ref027]\] respectively.

### The location of peaks {#sec007}

As mentioned in \[[@pone.0125156.ref015]\], most TFs require an open chromatin region to stably bind to their DNA targets. Hence, if a candidate peak is located in the open chromatin region, this peak is more likely to contain a TFBS. DNase-Seq \[[@pone.0125156.ref033]\], one of the assays developed to detect open chromatin, can be utilized to check whether a candidate peak is located in open chromatin regions. In our study, the status of a peak (within the open chromatin region or not) is viewed as a feature for prediction. We downloaded the mouse ES cell DNase-Seq peaks from UCSC genome browser \[[@pone.0125156.ref034]\] (Accession number: wgEncodeEM003417). As there are two replicates in the DNase-Seq data, we utilized MAnorm \[[@pone.0125156.ref035]\] to obtain concordant peaks of the two replicates with parameters provided in the tutorial. Then each candidate miRNA-related peak is examined whether it has at least one base overlap with the DNase-Seq peaks.

Generally, transcription factors are in the proximity of the genes that they regulate. Thus the distance from a peak summit to the start of miRNA gene is also adopted as a location feature for prediction.

### TFBS motifs {#sec008}

The motif binding score within a peak region is calculated and used as a feature. The motifs are usually modeled by Position Weight Matrices (PWMs). We can search a sequence for possible binding sites of a particular TF using its PWM by calculating a motif score (log-odds score). Sequences with higher motif scores are more likely to contain real TFBSs. In our study, we download the PWMs for the five TFs studied in this work from the JASPAR databases \[[@pone.0125156.ref036]\]. We extract the 200-bp region centered upon the summit of each peak to ensure the confidence of the peak and calculate the log-odds score at each nucleotide position of the region. The maximum of the log-odds scores of the region is regarded as the motif score of this peak and used as a feature for further prediction.

### Evolutionary conservation {#sec009}

The conservation between species can provide biological support for finding reliable TFBS. If a peak is located within the regulatory regions of both a miRNA gene and its homologous miRNA gene, this peak is very likely to be a real TFBS. Specifically, we utilize the liftover tool \[[@pone.0125156.ref037]\] to map the candidate miRNA-related peaks to human genome. Then we decide whether these peaks located within the regulatory regions of human miRNAs. For peaks located within both the human and the mouse miRNA regulatory regions, we further investigate whether the mouse miRNA and the human miRNA are homologous. The regulatory relationships between TFs and miRNAs are considered to be conserved only if the candidate miRNA-related peaks are located in the regulatory regions of homologous miRNAs. All genomic coordinates of other mouse genome assemblies are lifted to that of the latest mouse assembly GRCm38 (UCSC version mm10) while all genomic coordinates of other human genome assemblies are lift to that of the latest human assembly GRCh37 (USCS version hg19) using the liftOver utility from UCSC (downloaded from <http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/>) with default parameters.

Since the features utilized in our research have values at dramatically different scales (please refer to [S3 Text](#pone.0125156.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the determination of the feature values), we use the following formula to normalize these features to the range of \[0, 1\]: $$\begin{array}{r}
{x_{i} = \frac{x_{i} - x_{min,i}}{x_{max,i} - x_{min,i}},} \\
\end{array}$$ where *x* ~*max*,*i*~, *x* ~*min*,*i*~ denote the maximum and the minimum of feature *i*, respectively.

Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) calculation {#sec010}
--------------------------------------

MRR \[[@pone.0125156.ref038]\] was initially used in question answering systems \[[@pone.0125156.ref039]\]. Later, it was used to rank protein-protein interaction (PPI) network models with multiple topological features \[[@pone.0125156.ref040]\]. MRR is defined as: $$\begin{array}{r}
{MRR = \frac{1}{\left| N \right|}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{|N|}\frac{1}{rank_{i}},} \\
\end{array}$$ where *N* denotes the number of features, and *rank* ~*i*~ means the rank of the *i*th feature.

Our situation is similar to the ranking of PPI network models. For most intergenic miRNAs, we identified multiple peaks located in the same regulatory region that are likely to contain potential TFBS, and each peak has several "features" showing its statistical significance or biological significance. Thus, the MRR value indicates the integrated significance of a peak. For each miRNA, we chose the peak with the highest MRR value for further analysis. In the case of two peaks having the same MRR value, we pick the peak closer to the corresponding miRNA.

Besides peak filtering using MRR, we also employed the MRR value to rank all the miRNAs for a specific TF. That is, after choosing only one peak for an miRNA, we calculated the MRR values of the peaks for all miRNAs and then ranked these miRNAs based on these MRR values.

PU learning {#sec011}
-----------

In our work, multiple candidate peaks are identified for each TF, and each of these candidate peaks have multiple features (please see the Feature Extraction Section). Since these peaks located within the regulatory regions of miRNAs, we can represent the miRNAs as corresponding peaks. The goal of PU learning in our work thus is to predict whether the miRNA is regulated by this TF.

Specifically, for each TF, we first obtain some known TF-miRNA relationships. For these miRNAs, we used the corresponding peaks as positive training examples, and the rest peaks are treated as unlabeled examples.

We utilized the SVMlight software to accomplish the PU learning task. SVMlight is an implementation of SVM introduced in \[[@pone.0125156.ref023]\]. It contains an algorithm for training transductive SVMs and a detailed description of the algorithm can be found in \[[@pone.0125156.ref041]\]. Specifically, SVMlight uses the transductive parameter *p* to control the fraction of unlabeled examples to be classified into the positive class. By setting different values of *p*, we can get different prediction results. Generally, the larger of the value of *p*, the more examples in the unlabeled data will be predicted as positive. In our experiment setting, we varied the value of *p* from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05.

Results merging {#sec012}
---------------

After we obtained the predicted results of PU learning and the ranking of all candidate peaks by their MRR values, we merged the results. The merging step is illustrated in [Fig 2](#pone.0125156.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![The illustration of the merge step.\
We got *P* positive predictions from PU learning and a list of ranked candidate peaks by MRR ranking. Then we took the top *P* peaks from the list and intersected them with the *P* positive predictions from PU learning. The intersection is the final result.](pone.0125156.g002){#pone.0125156.g002}

Results {#sec013}
=======

We applied our pipeline to study the regulatory relationships for intergenic miRNAs in mouse embryonic stem cell considering the importance of miRNAs in embryonic stem cells \[[@pone.0125156.ref042]\]. There are 304 intergenic miRNAs available in miRBase \[[@pone.0125156.ref002]\] in total, and 123 of these miRNAs were detected expressed on at least one sequencing platform in mouse embryonic stem cell according to a recent survey \[[@pone.0125156.ref043]\]. Therefore, we focus on studying TF-miRNA regulatory relationships for these 123 expressed intergenic miRNAs.

Based on the availability of the features, such as DNase-Seq data, we focus on five TFs that have all the mentioned features available. They are Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, Esrrb, and Tcf3. We downloaded the mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC) ChIP-Seq data sets from the Sequence Read Archive (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/>): Oct4 (SRX000546 \[[@pone.0125156.ref044]\]), Sox2 (SRX000549 \[[@pone.0125156.ref044]\]), Klf4 (SRX000544 \[[@pone.0125156.ref044]\]), Esrrb (SRX000542 \[[@pone.0125156.ref044]\]), Tcf3 (SRX003870 \[[@pone.0125156.ref042]\], SRX003871 \[[@pone.0125156.ref042]\]), mESC input (SRX000543 \[[@pone.0125156.ref044]\], SRX003873 \[[@pone.0125156.ref042]\], SRX003872 \[[@pone.0125156.ref042]\]).

The raw data was converted into FASTQ files using the fastq-dump command of SRA Toolkit and the reads were preprocessed using the fastq_quality_trimmer command of FASTX Toolkit (-t 20 -l 16) \[[@pone.0125156.ref045]\]. Reads passing the quality control were mapped to the mouse genome assembly GRCm38 (UCSC version: mm10) with Bowtie \[[@pone.0125156.ref046]\] allowing two mismatches. Only reads with unique alignment were kept.

Next, after precise peak calling and feature extraction, we employed the SVMlight software to predict TF-miRNA regulatory relationships from these candidate peaks (please see the [Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} Section for details).

Evaluating the performance of PU learning using different training data sets {#sec014}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

First, we designed three different training data sets to investigate how the training examples and the value of parameter *p* affect the prediction performance. We used the ChIP-Seq data set of transcription factor Oct4 to carry out this investigation. The positive training data can include peaks derived from two types of TF-gene regulatory relationships. One is TFs that regulate protein-coding genes. The other is TFs regulating miRNA genes. Using one type of peaks or the combined peaks, we design three kinds of positive training data. Specifically, we used only miRNA related positive samples (11 samples), only protein-coding gene related positive samples (57 samples), and both miRNA and protein-coding gene related positive samples (68 samples) as positive training set respectively to train the classifier. From each positive training set, we randomly selected 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% of the positive examples as unlabeled examples, respectively. Then for each training set, we varied the value of parameter *p* from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05.

We use recall and removal rate to evaluate the prediction performance of SVMlight throughout the study. Recall is defined as the fraction of predicted positive examples in the set of known positive examples. Removal rate means the fraction of examples predicted as negative in the unlabelled data. A sensitive and specific classifier should achieve a high recall rate while being able to remove a large number of negative peaks (i.e. high removal rate). [Fig 3](#pone.0125156.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the prediction performance using the positive training data that includes the peaks derived from known regulatory relationships between Oct4 and protein-coding genes or miRNA genes.

![The recall and removal rate of prediction on Oct4-miRNA relationships using known regulation between Oct4 and protein-coding genes or miRNA genes.\
In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively. f10 means 10% of the known positive examples are put into the unlabeled data,and f30, ⋯, f90 mean 30%, ⋯, 90% of the known positive examples are put into the unlabeled data, respectively.](pone.0125156.g003){#pone.0125156.g003}

From the figure, we can see that the value of parameter *p* has a significant effect on the prediction performance: with the increase of *p* value, the recall increases while the removal rate decreases. The fraction of selected positives as unlabeled data also affects the prediction performance. Generally, with more positives selected as unlabeled data, the recall of the prediction decreases while the removal rate decreases more quickly with the increase of the *p* value. Thus, in our following experiments (see Section "Inferring TF-miRNA regulatory relationships"), we used all known positive samples as positive training data set.

The performance of using only known regulation between Oct4 and protein-coding genes as the positive training data ([Fig 4](#pone.0125156.g004){ref-type="fig"}) is similar to the above result, especially when a small fraction of positives are selected as unlabeled data. However, as the known TF-miRNA relationships are too limited, the performance of using only known regulation between Oct4 and miRNA genes as the positive training data ([Fig 5](#pone.0125156.g005){ref-type="fig"}) is not satisfactory. This result indicates that we can still predict the regulatory relationships for miRNA genes when only protein-coding gene related peaks are available. Thus, for transcription factors that do not have known regulated miRNAs (e.g. Esrrb and Klf4), we used protein-coding gene related peaks only as positive samples in the following experiments.

![The recall and removal rate of prediction on Oct4-miRNA relationships using only known regulation between Oct4 and protein-coding genes.\
In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively. f10 means 10% of the known positive examples are put into the unlabeled data,and f30, ⋯, f90 mean 30%, ⋯, 90% of the know positive examples are put into the unlabeled data, respectively.](pone.0125156.g004){#pone.0125156.g004}

![The recall and removal rate of prediction on Oct4-miRNA relationships using only known regulation between Oct4 and miRNA genes.\
In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively. f10 means 10% of the known positive examples are put into the unlabeled data,and f30, ⋯, f90 mean 30%, ⋯, 90% of the know positive examples are put into the unlabeled data, respectively.](pone.0125156.g005){#pone.0125156.g005}

Inferring TF-miRNA regulatory relationships {#sec015}
-------------------------------------------

We employed ChIP-Seq data of more TFs to investigate whether they regulate miRNAs in the mouse embryonic stem cell. In these experiments, we used all known regulatory relationships as positive training data to predict the unlabeled data.

[Fig 6](#pone.0125156.g006){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the recall and the removal rate with different *p* values using five-fold cross validation for the Esrrb transcription factor (the results for the other four TFs can refer to Fig. A--D in [S1 Text](#pone.0125156.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We can see from the left panel of the figure that the recall is generally high with different *p* values. In order to further determine the performance of the classifier, we also computed the removal rate of unlabeled data. From the right panel, we can see that quite a portion of unlabeled data are predicted as negatives. This indicates that the classifier can retrieve almost all positives while still removing possible negatives.

![The recall and removal rate of prediction on Esrrb-miRNA relationships using protein-coding gene related positive data sets of transcription factor Esrrb and five-fold cross validation.\
In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight, it ranges from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively.](pone.0125156.g006){#pone.0125156.g006}

From the results of our prediction, we find that although different values of *p* result in different predictions, some miRNAs are always predicted as positives regardless of the value of *p*. We kept those miRNAs as the predicted result only in order to minimize false positive rate.

Meanwhile, we also ranked all the peaks chosen for the miRNAs by their MRR values and kept the peaks that also present in the prediction of SVMlight as the final result. [Fig 7](#pone.0125156.g007){ref-type="fig"} shows the inferred regulatory relationships of the five TFs studied in our work. The final prediction result is also provided in Table B in [S1 Text](#pone.0125156.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![The inferred regulatory relationships for the five TFs studied in our work.\
The red boxes indicate the five TFs and the blue boxes indicate the miRNAs. The lines between the red and blue boxes indicate the regulatory relationships between the two entities.](pone.0125156.g007){#pone.0125156.g007}

Evaluation of regulatory relationships {#sec016}
--------------------------------------

We compared part of the regulatory relationships inferred by our pipeline with TF-miRNA relationships in the ChIPBase database \[[@pone.0125156.ref017]\]. As there are four overlapping TFs between the ChIPBase database and our study, we compared regulatory relationships of these four TFs and downloaded the identified regulatory relationships between TFs and miRNAs from ChIPBase as ChIPBase relationships.

We only compared the regulatory relationships with those derived from the same ChIP-Seq datasets as ours. Since we only adopted expressed intergenic miRNAs in our study, we filtered the miRNAs in the obtained ChIPBase relationships and kept only those expressed in mouse embryonic stem cell \[[@pone.0125156.ref043]\].

[Table 1](#pone.0125156.t001){ref-type="table"} show the comparison results of ChIPBase relationships and our predicted relationships. From this table, we can see that the overlap between these two sets is not so large. There are two reasons for this discrepancy. One is that we identified peaks using the raw ChIP-Seq data rather than directly using the peaks provided in the datasets (hereafter "original peaks" for convenience) as ChIPBase. Different from the original peak calling procedure, we filtered out low quality reads before aligning them to the genome and used a modified version of MACS which can generate many more peaks. The former operation will miss some peaks in the original peaks while the latter operation will find more peaks than the original peaks ([Table 2](#pone.0125156.t002){ref-type="table"}). The other reason is that we used much larger regulatory regions than ChIPBase. Specifically, we used 700 kilo bases upstream of each miRNA gene as the regulatory region while ChIPBase uses 30 kilo bases (maximum) upstream and 10 kilo bases (maximum) downstream of each miRNA gene as the regulatory domain/region.

10.1371/journal.pone.0125156.t001

###### Comparison of our final result with ChIPBase relationships of the four TFs: Esrrb, Klf4, Oct4 and Sox2.

![](pone.0125156.t001){#pone.0125156.t001g}

  TF      ChIPBase relationships   Predicted relationships   Overlapped relationships
  ------- ------------------------ ------------------------- --------------------------
  Esrrb   40                       57                        26
  Klf4    27                       20                        7
  Oct4    31                       4                         4
  Sox2    9                        15                        1

10.1371/journal.pone.0125156.t002

###### Comparison of peaks found by MACS+NCIS used in our study and the original peaks published with Oct4 and Sox2 ChIP-Seq datasets.

![](pone.0125156.t002){#pone.0125156.t002g}

  TF                Original peaks only   NCIS peaks only   Overlap
  ----------------- --------------------- ----------------- ---------
  Oct4_Without QC   2                     100               46
  Oct4_With QC_16   3                     83                45
  Sox2_Without QC   0                     82                52
  Sox2_With QC_16   6                     73                46

**With QC_16** means before mapping to the genome, low quality reads and reads having a length of less than 16 nt are removed using quality control tool FASTX-Toolkit \[[@pone.0125156.ref045]\].

**Without QC** means no quality control tool is applied to the reads before mapping them to the genome.

Besides ChIPBase, we also searched for the literature that focuses on TF-miRNA regulatory relationships. Since we focus on the five TFs and the expressed intergenic miRNAs in mouse embryonic stem cell, which has a rather restricted condition on the TFs, miRNAs, and the cell lines, we did not find much appropriate TF-miRNA regulatory relationships in the literature. However, we succeeded predicting the one regulatory relationship (i.e., Esrrb--mmu-let-7d) in CircuitsDB \[[@pone.0125156.ref047]\] that matches our miRNAs and TFs.

Discussion {#sec017}
==========

In this study, we used ChIP-Seq data to predict the regulatory relationships between TFs and miRNA genes. We first obtained significant peaks (candidate TFBSs) located in miRNA regulatory regions from ChIP-Seq data, and then screen these peaks using carefully chosen features. Specifically, we employed transductive PU learning to predict whether these peaks are true TFBSs, and then analyze the TF-miRNA regulatory relationships based on the predicted TFBSs.

The main disadvantage of ChIP-Seq assay is the high false positive rate in identifying binding sites. ChIP-exo \[[@pone.0125156.ref048]\] assay, a modification to the standard ChIP-Seq protocol, can identify binding sites more precisely with a lower background signal \[[@pone.0125156.ref015]\]. It would be a good substitute of ChIP-Seq method to detect binding sites in our research if sufficient data is available.

With regard to selecting the features for the peaks, we considered the following aspects: 1), the characteristics of peak-calling, such as the number of tags, enrichment, p-value and the distance from the peaks to the corresponding miRNA gene TSSs; 2), the characteristics of the sequence, i.e. the motif score; 3), the position of the peaks. We examined whether the peaks are located in open chromatin region using DNase-Seq data. and 4), the evolutionary conservation information. We checked whether a peak located within the regulatory region of a mouse miRNA gene could be mapped to the regulatory region of the homologous miRNA gene in human.

One problem during feature determination is the incompleteness of various data. For instance, the number of TFs that we considered in our study is largely limited due to the availability of the corresponding DNase-Seq datasets. Meanwhile, some useful features, such as histone modifications, which have important roles in transcriptional regulation \[[@pone.0125156.ref049]\], have to be abandoned owing to lack of corresponding datasets. The availability of more complete datasets will enable us to utilize more useful features and thus enhance the performance of predictions.

We utilized SVMlight package to predict the relationships and used the parameter *p* to adjust the fraction of predicted positive data in unlabeled data. Since the actual fraction of positives in the unlabeled data is unknown, we varied the value of *p* to obtain different predictions. We kept only the peaks that were predicted positives under all *p* values. Therefore, our prediction has higher confidence than the one obtained using a single *p* value.
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###### Supporting Figures and Tables.

**Fig. A. The recall and removal rate of prediction on Klf4-miRNA relationships using protein-coding gene related positive data sets of transcription factor Klf4 and five-fold cross validation**. In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight. It ranges from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively.

**Fig. B. The recall and removal rate of prediction on Oct4-miRNA relationships using protein-coding gene and miRNA gene related positive data sets of transcription factor Oct4 and five-fold cross validation**. In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight. It ranges from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively.

**Fig. C. The recall and removal rate of prediction on Sox2-miRNA relationships using protein-coding gene and miRNA gene related positive data sets of transcription factor Sox2 and five-fold cross validation**. In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight. It ranges from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively.

**Fig. D. The recall and removal rate of prediction on Tcf3-miRNA relationships using protein-coding gene and miRNA gene related positive data sets of transcription factor Tcf3 and five-fold cross validation**. In each panel, the x-axis denotes the parameter *p* of SVMlight. It ranges from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. The y-axis denotes the recall (left panel) and the removal rate (right panel) of the prediction, respectively.

**Table A. The genomic coordinates of the miRNA genes and their putative regulatory regions used in our study**. Here Chr in the second column means the chromosome that the miRNA gene located in. G~start~ and G~end~ mean the start and end coordinates of the miRNA gene, respectively. R~start~ and R~end~ mean the start and end coordinates of the putative regulatory regions of this miRNA gene, respectively. Please note that the start coordinate is always smaller than the end coordinate in this table, regardless of which strand the miRNA gene is located in.

**Table B. Final prediction result for the five TFs: Esrrb, Klf4, Oct4, Sox2, and Tcf3**. The number in the parentheses behind the TF indicates the count of miRNAs regulated by this particular TF.
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###### Peaks identified by the MACS+NCIS software.
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###### Description of the feature values.
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